Tech Dinghies Win Boston Club Cup

Tech Tracksmen Spike Tufts And B. U.

Tech Crews Lose To Harvard And Rutgers, Saturday

Jaycoos Capture Second Place By Notching Two Wins; Freshman Lose

Groton Takes Freshmen Fifteens

Technology's crews suffered their first setback this season last Saturday. In contrast to last week's clean sweep, this week resulted in complete and total defeat. The Tech varsity was defeated by both Rutgers and Harvard. Harvard's boat was very well handled by Joe Chase but the best of all but twenty-two were won against a much heavier crew. Coach Jimmy referred to defeat at Groton. Rowing is held by the unbeaten 150-pound Tech and Grey by one and one-quarter length in 6:55.4 and is one of the few boats to have ever covered the distance in 7:00. The Henley distance of any of the 'fifties faded fast enough to let Harvard pull ahead and win the meet. The varsity tracmen were defeated by both Rutgers and Harvard. The race was won by a 91 to 11 score. While the game ended with the score 15-15, with Alexander making Technology's base point. The team meets Harvard next Saturday and anticipates a hard battle but a probable defeat. The season will close with a meet with the Boston Lacrosse Club.

I.F.C. Week-end (Continued from page 1)

By 2pl. Stearns

Rain threatened the sail in the early part of the evening, but in spite of a gusty wind the course ended pulling out at the specified time of 6-12. S. While the open sky behind the unimportant "moonlight" race was certainly ideal, it was thoroughly enjoyed by all who attended--true beer, dancing, and just sitting around talking, being the most popular distractions.

GROUP FEATIINS AGAINST EMBARGO

Surprise of the meeting came at the presentation dinner by Professor Norton Webster of a petition signed by eighty family members protesting the Spanish embargo. Following on the heels of the meeting, a smaller group met for the discussion of petitions for a permanent peace organization.
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to high schools for the distribution of items for a permanent peace organization.

I COULD PAY MORE FOR MY TOBACCO, BUT I Couldn't GET A Milder, SELLER MOKE SMOKE THAn PRINCE ALBERT!

PRINCE ALBERT

THE NATIONAL

50 plays of fragrant tobacco in every 2-oz. tin of PrinCe Albert
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